Objection to Draft Edlesborough Parish Neighbourhood Plan April 2017.
In relation to Land Use Policy EP4 Land at Slicketts Lane, Edlesborough.
We oppose the inclusion of field EDL021(EP4) in the Draft Edlesborough Parish
Council (EPC) Neighbourhood Plan (NP) as submitted by EPC to AVDC on 6 April
2017.
We request that EDL021(EP4) should be substituted by EDL001 Swallowfield
Stables, Edlesborough which is currently at Outline Planning Permission Stage
and not on the Draft Neighbourhood Plan.
1.0 The Draft Neighbourhood Plan breaches the VALP for D5 Housing
Developments at Larger Villages ( Page 82 )
The proposed inclusion of EDL021(EP4) breaches all but two of the criteria for
proposals in the larger villages. These are as follows.
c. Be of a scale and in a location that is in keeping with the existing form
of settlement, and not adversely affect its character and appearance
This criterion is not met: There is no existing form of settlement in area EDL021.
Development would destroy the area’s rural character and appearance, as well
as compromising listed buildings, rural views and amenity value.
d. Respect and retain natural boundaries and features such as trees,
hedgerows, embankments and drainage ditches
This criterion is not met: Development would entail the loss of trees and
hedgerows, and compromise the drainage ditches on the northern and western
boundaries of the area.
The development of EDL021 would entail an unacceptable Risk of Flooding.
The north west area is liable to severe flooding. ( See, for example, the flood
mitigation reserved matters conditions imposed in response to the flood risk
assessment on Outline Planning Application 16/02821/AOP for EDL002.)
Moreover, EDL021comprises the flood plain for the River Ouzel. A functional
flood plain must not be compromised by development.
e. Not have any adverse impact on environmental assets such as
landscape, historic environment, biodiversity, waterways, open space
and green infrastructure and
This criterion is not met.
Negative Impact on amenity, visual quality and rural character
Development of area EDL021 would have a severe adverse impact on all the
features listed in key criterion e above. The existing landscape, highly valued by

villagers and visitors alike, would be destroyed, as would the character, views
towards, and the special environment of the adjoining AONB and SSSI.
f. Provide appropriate infrastructure provision such as waste water
drainage and highways
This criterion is not met.
Severe traffic hazard
Access to the area is extremely poor. The roads adjoining EDL021 are narrow,
single track, hollow lanes with no passing places.
The Highway Authority has commented in a report in connection with Outline
Planning Application number: 16/02821/AOP relating to 5 Slicketts Lane
(EDL002) that [The Highways Officer is] ...concerned about the possibility of
work-related journeys using Slicketts Lane’ ; and, most tellingly, that
‘...[The Highways Officer] would not like to see any increase in vehicle
movements through Slicketts Lane ...’
This report provides clear and objective evidence of the safety risk posed by
vehicular traffic through these narrow lanes.
Any increase in traffic flow through the lanes around the EDL021, or through
Edlesborough village itself, would be sufficient grounds to sustain a refusal of a
planning application involving EDL021.
The Draft Neighbourhood Plan has ignored this Highway Authority statement ref.
Section 6.13 item iii .
2.0 Comparison of EDL021 (EP4) Slicketts Lane with EDL001,
Swallowfield Stables.
The narrative in the VALP describing EDL021 as having potential for partial
development appears to have been written in a wholly subjective and arbitrary
way, especially when considering its comparison with EDL001.
2.1 EDL001 is described as ‘unsuitable for development’ because it is ‘an
important site in landscape and village character...’
It is, in fact, the land use and appearance of EDL021(EP4) that is much more
typical of the landscape within the wider Pitstone and Edlesborough Slopes
landscape character area.
2.2 EDL021(EP4) is a medium sized field under long-term, sustainable arable
cultivation surrounded by hedgerows and woodland, and near to the River Ouzel.
In contrast, EDL001 is managed as horse paddocks - a land use that is more
typical of semi-urban environments: moreover, the future use of EDL001 as part
of a livery yard is uncertain.

2.3 EDL021(EP4) is in substantially better landscape condition and quality than
EDL001, which comprises heavily grazed linear paddocks separated by post and
wire fencing.
2.4 The landscape character of EDL001 is much more strongly influenced by
existing housing development on 3 sides than is EDL021(EP4). EDL021(EP4) is
open on 3 sides and abuts the mill race and the River Ouzel to the north.
2.5 EDL001 contains an existing stable block and other buildings associated with
its use. It is not undeveloped. In contrast, EDL021(EP4) is an open field devoid
of any built development.
In conclusion, for the reasons set out above, EDL 021(EP4) should be removed
from the Draft Edlesborough Neighbourhood Plan (and, in due course, excluded
from the Draft AVDC Local Plan) and replaced with EDL001.
This conclusion is strengthened by the submission by Cala Homes of a outline
planning application to build 68 houses and bungalows of varying size and
configuration on EDL001. Approval of this outline planning application would
enable the Parish to achieve the number of new houses required by 2033, and
negate the need for EDL021 to be included in the Neighbourhood Plan or in the
AVDC Local Plan when that is published in due course.
In short, EDL021 must be taken out of the Draft Edlesborough Neighbourhood
Plan and replaced with EDL001 on which plans for housing development are
already well advanced.

3.0 More detailed reasons comparing EDL001 and EDL021(EP4) are
given below with references to photographs.
We note that there is currently an Outline Planning Application submitted for
EDL001, Swallowfield Stable, for 68 houses. ( there is also possible future space
for 89 houses as demonstrated by Cala Homes initial proposals ).
We wish to request that the Draft Neighbourhood Plan be amended to show
EDL001 with 68 houses and to delete the requirement for EDL021A and
EDL021B as the Swallowfield Site will accommodate the needs of Edlesborough
without spoiling the most beautiful part of Edlesborough which is EDL021.
We note below the reasons that EDL021A and EDL021B should be deleted from
the Neighbourhood Plan.
3.1
Car Access from EDL021
There can no longer be an access route for cars from EDL021 onto Slicketts
Lane.
The Draft Neighbourhood Plan ( Section 6.13 item iii ) states that there would be
“ access from Slicketts Lane shared with the adjoining consented scheme
(EDL002)”.
This is now incorrect as noted below.

Following the recent 5 Slicketts Lane Outline Planning Application which was
approved on 12 Jan 2017 the ruling by Bucks CC Highways was as follows
relating to the proposed access road for that development.
“ Although I would not like to see any increase in vehicle movements through
Slicketts Lane to the east of the site, I do not believe I would be in a position to
sustain a reason for refusal given the minor increase in vehicles associated with
the proposed development using this section of Slicketts Lane as shown in the
latest information”
Ref Bucks CC Highways letter 1/12/16 and repeated in the Development
Planning Meeting Agenda Item 9 12/01/17.
This relates to 10 houses and Bucks CC Highways were concerned about the
vehicle movements travelling to work down Slicketts Lane which was calculated
as 0.96 to 2.2 movements.
The proposed access road would join Slicketts Lane opposite the No 6 Slicketts
Lane Thatched Cottage in the foreground of Photo JTD/42.
Any intention of bringing further traffic from EDL021 would be refused
by Bucks CC Highways on the above grounds.
Bucks CC Highways agree that road safety is the key issue for Slicketts Lane
due to it being an extremely narrow lane and similar to other lanes bordering the
Site.
3.1A Safety to Pedestrians
Slicketts Lane is used by pedestrians, pushchair users, horses, runners and
cyclists.
There is a huge safety issue for users of Slicketts Lane which must not be made
worse by additional traffic.
3.2 EDL001 Access Road Proposal
Looking at the access from EDL001. This will be onto the west end of the Ford
lane so there will be no need to widen Ford Lane to the east of that junction.
Hence keeping hedgerows intact down Ford Lane.
This will benefit the area around EDL021 in maintaining the beautiful hedgerows.

3.3 Panoramic Views of EDL021
The panoramic view of EDL021 from the north end of Slicketts Lane looking east
across the field and towards the woods and pond area is stunning and would be
a great loss to the village.
See photos JTD/34 and 34A.
To develop EDL021 would destroy the beautiful rural view and aspect enjoyed by
all Villagers.
The field at the south end is crossed by a public footpath which provides
outstanding panoramic views of EDL021.
See photos JTD /35 to 38
The views towards EDL001 are to housing on 3 sides and could not be described
as stunning. See photo JTD/50.

3.4 Biodiversity of EDL021
The field EDL021 is used by many birds and animals including being a migration
site for Canada Geese. Swans, Ducks, House Martins, Bats and Red Kites are
attracted to the field. Foxes, Badgers and Small Mammals are in evidence. The
adjacent pond attracts these birds and animals to the area.
See photos JTD32, 39 and 43.
3.5 EDL021 is currently in intensive arable use.
The field is used for wheat production.
See photos JTD30 and 31
3.6 South end of Slicketts lane
There is an ancient Hollow-Way and Parallel Hedges at the south end of
Slicketts Lane with diverse flora and fauna.
See photo JTD/33.
3.7 5 Slicketts Lane Access Road and Archaeology
If the proposed access road is built onto Slicketts Lane then the Bowells Manor
and Moat at the north west end of the field ( EDL021 ) will have to be
investigated by Archaeologists.
Traces of this can be seen on Google Earth.
We have old maps that show the location of the Bowells Manor and Moat.
3.8 Flooding of EDL021
The field is subject to flooding due to poor drainage and would be expensive to
drain adequately for such a large area. There would be a risk that additional
flood water would reach Slicketts Lane North Bend which already experiences
severe flooding.
See Photos JTD 40 and 41.
Bucks CC Suds Division have imposed stringent planning conditions on the 5
Slicketts Lane development including winter groundwater monitoring and the
submission of all drainage details for Planning Approval.
Similar Conditions would apply to EDL021 making the development very
expensive and there would be a future risk of flooding around any new
development due to the flat gradients.
EDL001 does not have severe flooding issues and has a high gradient towards
the stream outlet. With appropriate flood retention methods that site, EDL001,
can be adequately drained.
3.9 Alternative Access to EDL021
An access could be made on to Ford Lane or the Ford Lane / Slicketts lane
junction but that would destroy hedgerows and spoil the rural outlook enjoyed
by all Villagers.
EDL001 has no access problems.
3.10 Widening Slicketts Lane
It has been suggested that Slicketts Lane could be widened; however this would
be contested by Slicketts Lane residents who do not wish any further traffic to
come down Slicketts Lane and this would damage the rural aspect enjoyed by
Villagers.

3.11 Listed Building
2 listed buildings are at the north bend of Slicketts Lane.
The views to these properties are outstanding and provide great interest to
walkers.
No 6 Slicketts Lane could be subject to serious damage if the proposed access
road for EDL002 is built and the noise, vibration and lights from vehicles could
further damage that property.
See photo JTD/42.
3.12 Statutory Services
Power in this area is by overhead cabling and would be expensive to relocate
and environmentally damaging.
Mobile phone reception is extremely poor in this area.
There is limited broadband connection to this area.
3.13 Riverside Walk
A riverside walk has been suggested for this area; however the river is not
adjacent to the EDL021 field east of Bellow Mill. See Photo JTD/39.
The Draft Neighbourhood Plan 6.13 item vii states that there will be “ a publicly
accessible riverside walk along its northern boundary “.
This is incorrect.
3.14 Recent Planning Inspectorate Decision
As reported in the LB Observer on 10/1/17 at the Valley Farm, Lindslade, the
Planning Inspectorate rejected an appeal by AVDC on the grounds of “inherently
attractive” and “largely undisturbed countryside”.
“The intrusive impact of the appeal scheme on this `valued` landscape would
wreak permanent and irreparable damage….”
These reasons apply equally to EDL021.
3.15 VALP
The comparison made between EDL021 and EDL001 are open to question and
will not hold weight if there was a judicial review.
I have previously commented on the Neighbourhood Plan on 11/7/16 in a report
and feedback form and we are disappointed that EDL021 is still in the Draft
Neighbourhood Plan.
We would be pleased if Aylesbury Vale District Council would take the above
comments into account in finalising the Neighbourhood Plan.
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Straw Bales after Harvesting Wheat
Ploughing the Wheat Field
Bird Resting Area
Hollow-Way with Parallel Hedges at the South End of Slicketts

JTD/34 View from the North Bend of Slicketts Lane
JTD/34A View from the North Bend of Slicketts Lane
JTD/35 View looking North from the South End of the Public Footpath
JTD/36 View looking North from the South End of the Public Footpath
JTD/37 View looking South from the North End of the Public Footpath
JTD/38 View looking North East from the North End of the Public Footpath
JTD/39 View North of the Field and adjacent Pond Banking
JTD/40 Flooding in Slicketts Lane and Field ( 9 Jan 2014 Event )
JTD/41 Flooding in Field ( 9 Jan 2014 Event)
JTD/42 Listed Buildings at the North Bend of Slicketts Lane
JTD/43 Geese Resting Area

EDL001 Swallowfield Stables Photos
Photo JTD/50 Swallowfield Stables
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